
Dallas Season 14 In its 14th and final season, Dallas goes out in a gusher of 
murders and kidnappings, lies and blackmail, seductions and schemes. J.R., 
Bobby and Cliff - three original characters so big only Big D could hold 'em - 
are at the heart of the action, surrounded by oil-country folks who joined the 
series over the years and a passel of dynamic newcomers. And of course there's 
that Dallas hallmark, a white-knuckle cliffhanger. This time it's a two-part finale 
inspired by It's a Wonderful Life in which J.R.'s guardian from the great beyond 
shows the Lone Star State's meanest rattler what the world would have been 
without him. Think everything's for the better? Then you're in for some 
surprises! Warner
ER: Fourteenth Season At an ER party, Nurse Chuny Marquez recalls, "I still 
remember when Mark Green and Doug Ross were running the place." "Who?" 
asks a newcomer. So much has happened in 14 seasons, so many people have 
come and gone, but the chaos of saving lives and the dedication of the people 
who make County General run remain. In this penultimate season of the 
powerful, award-winning series, personal tragedies threaten - and sometimes 
strengthen - relationships among the staff. And the patients bring their own 
compelling stories. A boy genius diagnoses his mysterious illness, a cancer-
ridden prison doctor is haunted by the men he put to death, a woman arrives in 
the ER expecting her 13th baby. Triumph, loss, tears, joy next! Warner
Stone Academy Award® winner Robert De Niro and Oscar® nominee Edward 
Norton deliver powerful performances as a seasoned corrections official and a 
scheming inmate whose lives become dangerously intertwined in this “gritty 
and engrossing thriller” (Steve O’Brien, WCBS-FM). Jack Mabry (De Niro), a 
parole officer days away from retirement, is asked to review the case of Gerald 
“Stone” Creeson (Norton), in prison for arson. Now eligible for early release, 
Stone needs to convince Jack he has reformed, but his attempts to influence the 
older man’s decision with his wife Lucetta (Milla Jovovich) have profound and 
unexpected effects on them both. This tale of passion, betrayal and corruption 
skillfully weaves together the parallel journeys of two men grappling with dark 
impulses, as the line between lawman and lawbreaker becomes precariously 
thin. Anchor Bay
Bleach Volume 7 - 122-133 This hit Japanese anime series based on the manga 
by Tite Kubo follows the adventures of spirit-seeing teen superhero Ichigo 
Kurosaki as he and his supernatural sidekick, Rukia Kuchiki, round up lost 
souls. Ichigo first inherits his powers from a wounded Rukia, who is in fact a 
shinigami, or soul reaper. Forced to live temporarily in an artificial human body, 
Rukia must combine her otherworldly abilities with Ichigo's. Vol. 7 includes 
episodes 25-28. Viz/Warner
Mannix Season 4 Golden Globe winner Mike Connors stars as private eye Joe 
Mannix in this hard-hitting detective series set in Los Angeles. With the help of 
his secretary, Peggy (Gail Fisher), and the local police, Mannix risks life and 
limb to bring the bad guys to justice. In Season 4, Mannix fends off a menacing 
stalker while searching for a missing woman, investigates a helicopter crash 
connected to a former Nazi and risks losing his license when he's framed. Disc 1 
includes the following episodes: "A Ticket to the Eclipse," "One for the Lady," 
"Time Out of Mind" and "Figures in a Landscape." Disc 2 icludes the following 
episodes: "The Mouse That Died," "The Lost Art of Dying," "The Other Game 
in Town" and " The World Between." Disc 3 includes the following episodes: 
"Sunburst," "To Cage a Seagull," "Bang, Bang, You're Dead" and "Deja Vu." 
Disc 4 includes the following episodes: "Duet for Three," "Round Trip to 
Nowhere," "What Happened to Sunday?" and "The Judas Touch." Disc 5 
includes the following episodes: "With Intent To Kill," "The Crime That 
Wasn't," "A Gathering of Ghosts" and "A Day Filled with Shadows." Disc 6 
includes the following episodes: "Voice In The Dark," "The Color of Murder," 
"Shadow Play" and "Overkill." Paramount/CBS
Archer Season One Suave secret agent Sterling Archer is the world’s most 
dangerous spy, but political intrigue and global crises are nothing compared to 
the sexual tension and human resources crises at the intelligence agency where 
he works. Archer must deal with his over-bearing, over-sexed mother who is 
also his boss and his femme fatale ex-girlfriend who seems to be sleeping with 
everyone except him. Embezzlement, mind control, hangovers, and demented 
double crossings—they’re all in a day’s work in this outrageously raunchy 
comedy! Stars H. Benjamin, Judy Greer, Chris Parnell, Aisha Tyler, Jessiica 
Walter. Disc 1 includes the following episodes: "Mole Hunt," "Training Day," 
"Diversity Hire," "Killing Utne" and "Honeypot." Disc 2 ncludes the following 
episodes: "Skorpio," "Skytanic," "The Rock," "Job Offer" and "Dial M for 
Mother." Fox
Mama Flora's Family Upon being called to help her troubled granddaughter, a 
Southern black woman in her 70s looks back on a life filled with joy and 
heartbreak. Vivendi
Haunting of Amelia A man still haunted by the death of his high school 
girlfriend ten years prior comes into contact with a spirited young waitress who 
bears a striking resemblance to his dearly departed, only to become drawn into a 
perplexing supernatural love triangle. It's been a decade since Josh's high school 
girlfriend was killed in a tragic train-car accident, and he still hasn't gotten over 
the sudden and jarring loss. He's still living at home with his parents and 
working at the local pizza parlor, two facts that make his best friend Rusty more 
than a little concerned. Josh's life seems to have stalled out, until he meets a 
waitress who looks like his ex-girlfriend reincarnate. Now, as Josh begins to feel 
as if he's being pulled in two opposite directions, he begins to whether if it's the 
mysterious girl, or his old friend Rusty that's really looking out for him MTI
Shogun 30th Anniversary Full of action and drama, this critically acclaimed TV 
miniseries follows the adventures of the English navigator Blackthorne (Richard 
Chamberlain), who survives a devastating shipwreck that lands him in the 
middle of a political power struggle in feudal Japan. Blackthorne observes as 
the aspiring Shogun, Lord Toranaga (Toshirô Mifune), and the Emperor war 
over the title in this Emmy-winning adaptation of James Clavell's best-selling 
novel. Paramount
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Matlock 6th Season Andy Griffith shines again in his signature role as Ben 
Matlock, the legendary defense attorney who investigates a murder in his 
hometown, becomes the target of a serial strangler, and even considers giving 
up his practice! With loving support from Ben's friends - beautiful partner 
Michelle Thomas (Nancy Stafford), investigator Conrad McMasters (Clarence 
Gilyard, Jr.), and Assistant D.A. Julie March (Julie Sommers) - Matlock 
always comes through and saves the day, with good old country know-how. 
High-priced defense attorney Ben Matlock (Andy Griffith) uses his Southern 
accent to charm juries while his keen mind uncovers the subtle clues that will 
acquit his clients. In the sixth season, he returns home for a family reunion, 
only to be faced with a murder. In other cases, Matlock squares off with a 
serial killer, defends a teen accused of murdering his abusive father, represents 
an obnoxious cousin and even retires ... temporarily. Paramount/CBS
Raging Bull With Raging Bull, Martin Scorsese's personal approach to 
filmmaking is taken to a whole new level. Shooting in a crisp black and white, 
Scorsese tells the story of middleweight boxer Jake La Motta, played with 
incredible intensity by Oscar winner Robert De Niro. As La Motta rises 
through the ranks to earn his first shot at the middleweight crown, he falls in 
love with Vickie (Cathy Moriarty), a gorgeous girl from his Bronx 
neighborhood. Jake's inability to express his feelings pours out in the ring and 
eventually takes over his life in his dealings with his brother, Joey (a brilliant 
Joe Pesci). Irrational jealousy over Vickie, as well as an insatiable appetite, 
sends him into a downward spiral that costs him his title, his wife, and his 
relationship with Joey. As the out-of-control fighter, De Niro delivers one of 
the screen's most unforgettable performances. Pesci is just as intense as Joey, 
who finally realizes that he is unable to tame his animalistic brother. 
Cinematographer Michael Chapman shoots the film with a stylish flair that 
fills the boxing scenes with boundless energy and adds immediacy to the 
arguments that erupt whenever Jake is outside the ring. Simply put, Raging 
Bull is one of American cinema's masterworks. MGM
Red Hill A young policeman in a sleepy community comes face to face with a 
notorious killer his very first day on the job in this Western drama from 
Australia. Shane Cooper (Ryan Kwanten) is a lawman looking for a more 
peaceful life for himself and his wife, Alice (Claire van der Boom), who is 
expecting a child. Cooper takes a job as the constable of a small town called 
Red Hill without ever visiting the place, and in his first day on the job, his 
superior "Old Bill" Jones (Steve Bisley) and his colleagues don't seem to think 
much of Cooper, while the people of Red Hill seem like a quiet bunch who 
prefer to be left alone. But the calm in Red Hill is shattered when Jones gets 
word that convicted killer Jimmy Conway (Tom E. Lewis) has escaped from 
prison. Ten years ago, Jones captured Conway and put him behind bars, and 
it's expected that he'll be making tracks to Red Hill to get revenge. And their 
suspicions are correct; shortly after the lawmen load up their weapons and 
report to their posts, Conway shows up with a shotgun and begins exacting 
bloody revenge. But later, when Conway gets the jump on Cooper and things 
don't end as expected, Red Hill's newest peace officer begins to suspect foul 
play. Sony
Welcome To The Rileys Golden Globe winner James Gandolfini, (The 
Sopranos) is Doug Riley, a man at the crossroads. Ever since the tragic death 
of his teenage daughter, he's led a life of quiet desperation...and now, 
something has to give. On a business trip to New Orleans, he encounters 
Mallory (Kristen Stewart, the Twilight films) - a raw, angry runaway living a 
dangerous life as a stripper. Moved by emotions he barely understands, Riley 
abandons his old life to save hers. The tenuous balance is threatened when his 
wife Lois (Academy Award nominee Melissa Leo, Best Actress, Frozen River, 
2008) shakes off the fears that have kept her homebound for years. Now three 
lost souls seek hope and forgiveness in each other...and together, they discover 
a rare gift of connection that feels like family. Sony
Hey Vern It's Ernest Complete Series Jim Varney stars in this highly 
imaginative Saturday morning kid's show that was created at the height of 
Ernest-mania! Composed of a series of live-action comedy sketches, each 
show follows a particular weekly theme such as outer space, hobbies, scary 
things or magic! A Big-Chunk Double-Dip Super-Supreme Show! With the 
overwhelming success of Ernest Goes to Camp in 1987, Ernest-mania was in 
full force. The lovable southern bumpkin, a familiar face in numerous 
television commercials in the 80s, had finally reached the big screen and now 
it was time for a stint on television in Hey Vern, It's Ernest! Starring Jim 
Varney, who created the Ernest P. Worrell character for a series of television 
ads, Hey Vern, It's Ernest! has been compared to other live-action kids comedy 
series such as You Can't Do That On Television and Pee-Wee's  Mill Creek
Ernest Goes To Camp Ernest P. Worrell (Jim Varney), America's lanky, 
lovable know-it-all, becomes the handyman at Kamp Kikakee, but is soon 
promoted to camp counselor for a gang of juvenile delinquents from the 
Midstate Boys Detention Center. As if they weren't enough, he has to save his 
beloved Kamp Kikakee from a devious construction firm. Know what I mean, 
Vern? Mill Creek
Ernest Scared Stupid Well-intentioned, eternally bumbling Ernest P. Worrell 
(Jim Varney) accidentally releases an evil demon from its sacred tomb. As the 
demon flexes its power and goes on a ruinous rampage, good-guy Ernest tries 
to step in to save the town from mass destruction. Trouble is, a 200-year-old 
curse has scared Ernest stupid, and that means hilarity all around! So, kick 
back and let the laugh-ridden adventures begin. Mill Creek
Ernest Goes To Jail This comic gem stars rubber-faced Jim Varney as 
dim-bulb bank janitor Ernest P. Worrell, who's selected for jury duty but finds 
himself jailed instead thanks to his uncanny resemblance to an imprisoned 
crime lord named Felix Nash. When a corrupt defense attorney spots Ernest on 
the jury, the lawyer pulls a switcheroo that frees Nash and nets Ernest a stretch 
in stir -- and a date with the electric chair. Charles Napier plays the prison 
warden. Mill Creek
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Conviction Two-time Academy Award winner Hilary Swank and Sam Rockwell 
deliver unforgettable performances in this incredible true story that co-stars Minnie 
Driver, Juliette Lewis and Peter Gallagher. Swank plays Betty Anne Waters, a young 
woman whose world is shattered when her beloved brother Kenny (Rockwell) is 
convicted of murder and sentenced to life in prison. Steadfastly convinced of his 
innocence, Betty Anne embarks on an 18-year journey to set Kenny free, using 
state-of-the-art forensic technology. The unshakable bond between a brother and 
sister, at the heart of this real-life drama, will stir your emotions and inspire you. Fox
Like Dandelion Dust Academy Award Winner "Mira Sorvino* is amazing" and 
Golden Globe nominee "Barry Pepper is stunning" (Film Threat) in this emotionally 
gripping drama. Sorvino and Pepper star as Wendy and Rip Porter, a working-class 
couple fighting to regain custody of Joey - the young son Wendy gave up for 
adoption when Rip went to prison seven years earlier. But Joey's adoptive parents 
will stop at nothing to ensure that the small boy stays in the only home he's ever 
known. From a screenplay by Academy Award Nominee Stephen J. Rivele and 
Michael Lachance, and based on the novel by New York Times best-selling author 
Karen Kingsbury, Like Dandelion Dust is a "powerful story" with "a powerful 
cast...don't miss it."  Fox
Explosive Cinema Prepare To Be Blown Away! Over 18 Hours of Drive-In Action 
Classics! Full of military sharpshooters, deadly ninjas and corrupt cops, these twelve 
exploitative films from the drive-in era of the 60s, 70s, 80s, and 90s deliver edge-of-
your seat action sequences, fist pumping moments and frenetic stunts. It's the biggest 
and baddest collection of cult cinema classics. Programs Include: The Hostage 1967 
Color, Iron Angel 1964, Killpoint 1984 Color, Low Blow 1986 Color, Nine Deaths of 
the Ninja 1985 Color, The Patriot 1986 Color, Scorpion 1986 Color, The Silencer 
1992 Color, The Skydivers 1963 B&W, Terror In The Jungle 1968 Color, Top Cop 
1990 Color, Van Nuys Blvd. 1979. Mill Creek 
Hollywood Comedy Legends Over 69 hours of entertainment. Featuring a lineup of 
big Hollywood stars, these light-hearted productions feature the witty dialogue, 
slapstick humor and crazy antics from the golden age of cinema. Cherish the 
wisecracks, pratfalls and playful plot twists that lead to hilarious results in this 
one-of-a-kind collection that will make you say, "They just don't make them like they 
used to.". Mill Creek
Simon & Simon Best of Season 2 It's Brother Versus Brother With 10 Epsiodes From 
The Popular 80s Detective Series! Follow the Simon brothers as they solve many 
mysteries while running a detective agency in San Diego, California. Gerald 
McRaney and Jameson Parker star as Rick and Andrew Jackson "AJ" Simon, two 
brothers working as private detectives in San Diego. This top-rated 80s crime-of-the-
week drama series details the day-to-day struggles, as well as the extremely exciting 
cases that these two polar-opposite brothers face. Together, they're working as hard as 
they can to earn a living recovering stolen items, locating missing persons, and 
occasionally tracking down a murder. The Simon brothers may have mixed like oil 
and water, but for the show's fans they were a match made in heaven!. Mill Creek
Redneck Comedy Roundup 1 & 2 Get ready to be entertained southern style as 
America's favorite comedians team up to bring you unapologetic humor about all 
things white-trash, redneck, and blue-collar. See Jeff Foxworthy, Bill Engvall and 
Ron White from the Blue Collar Comedy Tour along with other familiar comedians 
like Jerry Springer, Ron Shock and Bobcat Goldwait perform their original material 
up close and personal from the best seats in the house. Starring: Jeff Foxworthy, Bill 
Engvall, Ron White, Bobcat Goldthwait, John Fox, Blake Clark, Ron Shock, Jerry 
Springer, ..and Many More! Programs Include: Redneck Comedy Round Up This 
hilarious DVD features the brightest stars from the Blue Collar Comedy Tour. Join 
Jeff Foxworthy, Bill Engvall, Ron White, John fox, Black Clark, Ron Shock and 
more in this zany stand-up comedy showcase as they perform their original material 
on stage! Redneck Comedy Roundup 2 Redneck Comedy Roundup 2 is a zany 
stand-up comedy showcase from some of the brightest and funniest comedic stars in 
America. Featured comedians on this hilarious DVD include Jeff Foxworthy, Bill 
Engvall, Jerry Springer, Bobcat Goldthwait and more! Enjoy the best material culled 
from the early careers of these stand-up comedy legends! Mill Creek
Aliens, Abductions & Extraordinary Sightings Discover The Shocking And Bizarre 
Truth!Over 12 Hours Of Mystifying Documentaries!The Truth Is Out There &The 
most amazing encounters of alien abductions, UFO visitations and government 
cover-ups are explored in this out-of-this-world documentary collection! With dozens 
of interviews with renowned researchers and experts from across the globe, discover 
the secrets of all ages and enter a domain where strange is normal!What do they 
want? Where are they from? These questions and more are finally answered. Hear 
about first hand accounts from leading experts covering mass sightings, alien 
abductions, government cover-ups and the latest evidence on extraterrestrial contact. 
Learn the shocking truth behind U.S. government experiments involving invisibility, 
time travel and mind control. From dramatic recreations to exclusive interviews, 
watch as bizarre and incredible events are depicted and explained by experts and 
actual alien contactees we are NOT alone. Featuring such topics as: UFOs, Paranor-
mal Activity, Alien-UFO Abductions, Ancient Archeology, Government & Military 
Cover-ups. Mill Creek
Sesame Street Silly Storytime Beloved by preschoolers and approved by moms 
everywhere, the Sesame Street gang offers a stimulating and engaging selection of 
short features inspired by popular fairy tales, acted out by the TV show's familiar 
puppet characters. The classics retold include "Sleeping Beauty," "Jack and the 
Beanstalk," "Rapunzel" and "Little Red Riding Hood." Also featured are four special 
"Sesame Street News Flash" segments delivered by Kermit the Frog. Warner
Only Love Based on the Erich Segal novel in which a man must choose between 
practical love and romantic love while also dividing his career between music and 
medicine. In the end, after excruciating emotional conflict, he finds room in his heart 
to provide niches for all of these passions. Director: John Erman (Roots) Stars: 
Marisa Tomei (Cyrus, The Wrestler, My Cousin Vinny), Rob Morrow. Vivendi
Clover Eleven-year-old Clover is angry, confused, frightened, and sad. She didn't ask 
her father to fall in love with that Yankee white woman, and she certainly didn't 
expect her father to die in a car crash. Now she feels all alone, caught between her 
family and her well-meaning but culturally clueless stepmother. Vivendi
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Cyrus With John's social life at a standstill and his ex-wife about to get 
remarried, a down-on-his-luck divorcee finally meets the woman of his dreams, 
only to discover she has another man in her life - her son. CYRUS takes an 
insightful, funny and sometimes heartbreaking look at love and family in 
contemporary Los Angeles. Still single seven years after the breakup of his 
marriage, John has all but given up on romance. But at the urging of his 
ex-wife and best friend Jamie, John grudgingly agrees to join her and her fiance 
Tim at a party. To his and everyone else's surprise, he actually manages to meet 
someone: the gorgeous and spirited Molly. Stars John C. Reilly, Marisa Tomei, 
Jonah Hill, Katie Aselton, Catherine Keener. Fox
Deadwood Complete Series At the height of the gold strike, rebels and outlaws 
reside in Deadwood, a South Dakota town where everyone is looking out for 
number one. In Season 1, Wild Bill (Keith Carradine) and Al (Ian McShane) 
check out a frontier family massacre, a new gambling outfit and more. 
Deadwood makes its own laws to try a murderer, a treaty with the Sioux 
Indians is worked out and Calamity Jane (Robin Weigert) enters the scene at 
the Pest Tent.Season 2 n the Black Hills of South Dakota, the illegal camp of 
Deadwood is under the reign of new sheriff Seth Bullock (Timothy Olyphant) 
in the second season of this intriguing HBO series that breathes life into the 
Wild West. But that doesn't mean law and order has finally come to an 
essentially lawless town; everyone's still out for himself during the massive 
gold strike, and money and power are still valued above all else. Season 3 In 
this Emmy-winning HBO drama's third season, civilization is coming to 
Deadwood, S.D., a trend with substantial consequences for lawman Seth 
Bullock (Timothy Olyphant), who's tasked with keeping the devious locals in 
some semblance of order. The series features a talented ensemble cast, 
including Robin Weigert as Calamity Jane, Powers Boothe as casino proprietor 
Cy Tolliver and Ian McShane as profane saloon owner (and town boss) Al 
Swearengen. HBO
Ramona and Beezus Teen sensation Selena Gomez (Hannah Montana, Wizards 
Of Waverly Place) teams up with newcomer Joey King in this delightful 
coming-of-age comedy based on the best-selling books by Beverly Cleary. 
Ramona (King) is a little girl with a very big imagination and a nose for 
mischief. Her playful antics keep everyone in her loving family on their toes, 
including her older sister Beezus (Gomez), who's just trying to survive her first 
year of high school. Through all the ups and downs of childhood, Ramona and 
Beezus learn that anything's possible when you believe in yourself and rely on 
each other. Fox
Bing Crosby Bing Crosby and Christmas - they're synonymous. It was only 
natural for the voice that sold more than 100 million copies of "White 
Christmas" - and the star of such film classics as Holiday Inn and White 
Christmas - to celebrate the season on television. Bing Crosby: The Television 
Specials, Volume Two showcases those beloved Christmas shows. Included in 
this premiere, two-disc collection are Bing's first holiday special, produced in 
England in 1961; his first color special from 1962 with Mary Martin; Bing 
Crosby and the Sounds of Christmas with Robert Goulet and Mary Costa from 
1971; and Bing's final special, Bing Crosby's Merrie Olde Christmas, which 
includes the iconic duet of "The Little Drummer Boy/Peace on Earth" with 
David Bowie. These treasured programs have been meticulously restored from 
the original film and videotape sources and are presented with all original 
performances intact. Infinity
Cuba The Accidental Eden This small island varied landscape, its location in 
the heart of the Caribbean and its longstanding place at the center of Cold War 
politics have all combined to preserve some of the richest and most unusual 
natural environments of the hemisphere. For decades, Cubaâ€™s wild 
landscapes lay untouched while its Caribbean neighbors poisoned or paved 
over their ecological riches. Now, Cuba priceless treasures are about to face an 
onslaught. Tourism is already on the rise and most experts predict tourism will 
double once the US trade embargo ends. What will happen to Cuba stunning 
biodiversity â€“ an island filled with amphibians, reptiles and the most 
biologically diverse freshwater fish in the region? PBS
Dogs Decoded Dogs have been domesticated for longer than any other animal 
on the planet, and humans have developed a unique relationship with these 
furry friends. We treat our pets like a part of the family, and feel that they can 
understand us in a way other animals canâ€™t. Now, new research is revealing 
what dog lovers have suspected all along: Dogs have an uncanny ability to read 
and respond to human emotions. Humans, in turn, respond to dogs with the 
same hormone responsible for bonding mothers to their babies. How did this 
incredible relationship between humans and dogs come to be? And how can 
dogs, so closely related to fearsome wild wolves, behave so differently? PBS
Trapped in an Elevator Across North America elevators move 325 million 
passengers every day, and most of the time, people don't give them a second 
thought. In Trapped In An Elevator, Nova reveals the secret life of these 
ubiquitous machines. How do elevators work? Are they safe? Why are so many 
people afraid of them? Nova’s cameras will ride the world's fastest elevator to the 
top of the Burj Dubai, the world's tallest building, and test whether the Burj's 
elevator system is ready for the task of moving people to unprecedented heights. 
But will the elevator-wary be comfortable handing over the reins to computers? 
Everybody has an elevator story. What's yours? PBS
Billy Blanks Jr. Dance With Me Groove & Burn Dynamic fitness expert Billy 
Blanks Jr. and his wife, Sharon, lead viewers of all fitness levels on three 
fun-filled workouts which combine the joy and cardio benefits of dancing with 
interval training to sculpt lean muscles. Billy and Sharon rock out to three 
different grooves -- disco, African and Latin in easy-to-follow routines that will 
have you burning mega calories. No matter what your age, you'll learn new 
moves and feel great. LionsGate
Robert Klein: Unfair & Unbalanced Comedy Legend. Award-Winning Actor. 
Improvisational Master. Bluesman Extraordinaire. Robert Klein made hilarious 
history with the first-ever HBOÂ® stand-up special. Now, Klein returns for his 
ninth stand-up special, an hour of uproarious new takes on society's foibles and 
follies, plus several memorable music interludes backed by a symphony 
orchestra. From philandering Congressmen, hypocrisy in Washington, pop 
culture obsessions and job outsourcing, to comedic musical numbers about 
Barack Obama, medical marijuana, gay marriage and why he can't stop his leg 
from shaking, Klein grapples with the truly important issues as only he can -- 
with trademark insight and timeless humor. HBO
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Inception A psychological sci-fi action film about a thief who possesses the 
power to enter into the dreams of others. Dom Cobb (Leonardo DiCaprio) 
doesn't steal things, he steals ideas. By projecting himself deep into the 
subconscious of his targets, he can glean information that even the best 
computer hackers can't get to. In the world of corporate espionage, Cobb is the 
ultimate weapon. But even weapons have their weakness, and when Cobb loses 
everything, he's forced to embark on one final mission in a desperate quest for 
redemption. This time, Cobb won't be harvesting an idea, but sowing one. 
Should he and his team of specialists succeed, they will have discovered a new 
frontier in the art of psychic espionage. They've planned everything to perfec-
tion, and they have all the tools to get the job done. Their mission is compli-
cated, however, by the sudden appearance of a malevolent foe that seems to 
know exactly what they're up to, and precisely how to stop them. Warner
Knight and Day A single girl en route to a family wedding gets swept up in a 
fight between a rogue government agent and the FBI in this globe-trotting 
action comedy from director James Mangold (Walk The Line, 3:10 To Yuma). 
June Havens (Cameron Diaz) is preparing to board a flight back home for her 
sister's wedding when she literally bumps into Roy Miller (Tom Cruise) in the 
middle of a busy airport. A few minutes later, they're making small talk on the 
plane when June excuses herself to the bathroom, and all hell breaks loose in 
the fuselage. By the time June emerges Roy has killed everybody on board, 
including the pilots. After crash-landing the plane in a darkened cornfield, Roy 
tells June that she should expect a visit from government agents, but warns her 
that by cooperating with them she risks almost certain death. The following 
day, Roy's prediction comes true when June is confronted by an imposing gang 
of government spooks who come under heavy fire while bombarding her with 
questions about her mysterious traveling companion. Suddenly, Roy is back, 
and he's once again whisking June away to safety. But what do the agents 
want, and why do they insist that Roy is the one to be feared, and not them? 
Before long the girl who never traveled far from home is off on a wild adven-
ture that will take her from the tropics to Austria, France, and Spain. Some-
where amidst all of the confusion and gunfire, June begins to forge a bond with 
Roy. Unfortunately, it's never quite clear whether her unpredictable protector is 
one of the good guys or the bad guys, and by the time Roy reveals that he's 
attempting to protect a valuable new energy source, there's no time for 
questions. Paul Dano, Viola Davis, Peter Sarsgaard, Maggie Grace, and Marc 
Blucas co-star. Fox
Avatar Extended Collector's Edition Aliens and the Terminator director James 
Cameron returns to the genre that made him famous with Avatar. As an avatar 
(a human mind housed in an alien body), an ex-Marine finds his inner conflict 
competes with the far-flung war he must fight. This sci-fi film reunites the 
director with his Aliens actress, Sigourney Weaver, and it co-stars Sam 
Worthington, Zoe Saldana, Stephen Lang, and Michelle Rodriguez. Cameron 
also brings on WETA, the special effects team behind the Lord of the Rings 
trilogy, in his efforts to create this 3-D film filled with awe-inspiring CGI. 
Special Features: 3 Movie Versions Disc 1 Original Theatrical Edition 
(includes family audio track with objectionable language removed)  Special 
Edition Re-Release (includes family audio track with objectionable language 
removed) Collector’s Extended Cut with 16 additional minutes, including 
alternate opening on earth. Disc 2 Filmmaker's Journey Over 45 minutes of 
never-before-seen deleted scenes, Capturing Avatar: Feature-length documen-
tary covering the 16-year filmmakers’ journey, including interviews with 
James Cameron, Jon Landau, cast and crew. A Message from Pandora: James 
Cameron’s visit to the Amazon rainforest. The 2006 art reel: Original pitch of 
the Avatar vision. Brother termite test: Original motion capture test. The ILM 
prototype: Visual effects reel. Screen tests: Sam Worthington, Zoë Saldana. 
Zoë’s life cast: Makeup session footage. On-set footage as live-action filming 
begins. VFX progressions. Crew film: The Volume. Disc 3: Pandora's Box 
Interactive scene deconstruction: Explore the stages of production of 17 
different scenes through three viewing modes: capture level, template level, 
and final level with picture-in-picture reference. Production featurettes: 
Sculpting Avatar, Creating the Banshee, Creating the Thanator, The AMP Suit, 
Flying Vehicles, Na’vi Costumes, Speaking Na’vi, Pandora Flora, Stunts, 
Performance Capture, Virtual Camera, The 3D Fusion Camera, The Simul-
Cam, Editing Avatar, Scoring Avatar, Sound Design, The Haka: The Spirit of 
New Zealand. Avatar original script. Avatar screenplay by James Cameron. 
Pandorapedia: Comprehensive guide to Pandora. Lyrics from five songs by 
James Cameron. The art of Avatar: Over 1,850 images in 16 themed galleries 
(The World of Pandora, The Creatures, Pandora Flora, Pandora Biolumines-
cence, The Na’vi, The Avatars, Maquettes, Na’vi Weapons, Na’vi Props, Na’vi 
Musical Instruments, RDA Designs, Flying Vehicles, AMP Suit, Human 
Weapons, Land Vehicles, One-Sheet Concepts). BD-Live extras (requires 
BD-Live-enabled player and Internet connection--may be available a limited-
time only): Crew Short: The Night Before Avatar; additional screen tests, 
including Stephen Lang, Giovanni Ribisi, Joel David Moore, CCH Pounder, 
and Laz Alonso; speaking Na’vi rehearsal footage; Weta Workshop: walk-and-
talk. Fox
The Other Guys A desk-jockey detective and his tough-talking partner get 
their moment to shine in this buddy police comedy starring Will Ferrell and 
Mark Wahlberg, and directed by Adam McKay (Anchorman: The Legend Of 
Ron Burgundy, Talladega Nights: The Ballad Of Ricky Bobby). New York City 
detective Allen Gamble (Ferrell) is more comfortable pushing pencils than 
busting bad guys. A meticulous forensic accountant, his numbers are never off. 
Detective Terry Hoitz (Wahlberg) is Gamble's reluctant partner. Try as Detec-
tive Hoitz might to get back on the streets, an embarrassing encounter with 
Derek Jeter has left a sizable black mark on his permanent record. Detectives 
Danson (Dwayne Johnson) and Highsmith (Samuel L. Jackson) are the 
complete opposites of Gamble and Hoitz: unwaveringly confident, they always 
get their man, and they do it with style to spare. When the time comes for 
Gamble and Hoitz to prove their mettle and save the day, their incompetence 
becomes the stuff of legends. Sony
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